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This new collection from Cambridge Archive Editions comprises
four volumes:
• A brief introduction to the events of 1940, Japanese domination
1941-1945 with the Vichy French continuing as administrators
• The Japanese assumption of power in 1945
• The British occupation of the South 1945 and Chinese
occupation of the North 1945-1946
• The re-imposition of French colonial rule 1945-1946

About Vietnam under French rule 1919-1946
The country today formally recognised as Vietnam became a virtual
synonym for conflict in the late 20th Century, in much the same manner
as Iraq and Afghanistan are at the beginning of the twenty first century.
The regions of Tonkin, Annam, and Cochinchina, from which Vietnam was
constituted, had been governed by the French as part of French Indochina
since 1887 and were territories which Britain had never controlled; yet at
various stages, events conspired in surprising ways to provide the British
government with a significant role in shaping and determining their future.
The four volumes open with documents containing an appeal to Britain at
the Paris Peace Conference in 1919 by one Nguyen ai Quoc (later known
as Ho Chi Minh). They close with documents from the early months of 1946
as British troops oversaw the evacuation of Japanese troops and re-entry
of the French, so concluding a turbulant period of history for Vietnam, and
sowing the seeds for another yet to come.

About Cambridge Archive Editions
Cambridge Archive Editions is an imprint of Cambridge University Press,
publishing primary source collections, and conducting original research in
government records and other sources.
The collections are not created by simply reproducing an entire set of
records or files. Instead the resource is curated and compiled by highly
experienced researchers who search the archives and extract the most
important information about key events and regional history.
These experts identify scattered and fragmented material, collect it together,
then arrange and describe it to provide a complete sequence of material
which was not previously known or uniﬁed. They remove any repetition or
duplication to produce a collection of primary research material which is
relevant, accurate and essential for the study of the region and the events
which shaped it.
Thanks to the Cambridge Archive Editions partnership with East View
Information Services, all the original CAE book and maps collections are
now available digitally. Through this bespoke digital platform, researchers
have instant access to the trusted source material that they need, all in one
searchable database.
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